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Requirements

Ongoing project: Kritische Gesamtausgabe von Ernst Troeltsch.
Unified presentation of different editions.

I Multi-level:

I original author, numbered per work
I text variants, lettered per page (plus footnotes)
I publisher footnotes, numbered per chapter

I Nested: anchors can be in any preceding footnote block
I Long: footnotes in all blocks may run multiple pages
I In-paragraph footnotes chosen automatically
I Publishing quality: moving target
I Mimicks previously hand-set volumes
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Subsystems
Output routine handling

Mark handling Reconstitute \topmark
Reassembly Recombine boxes from multiple passes
Interfacing Hook with \output and

manyfoot.sty
Insertion handling Get insertion sets from marks
Per-footnote hooks Allow different footnote apparatus styles
Optimization Use penalties recursively to find optimal splits of

main text and footnotes
In-paragraph footnotes Fuzzy logic system for optional in-para

footnotes
Footnote numbering Outsourced to perpage.sty
Footnote anchor ranges Implemented as stack
Footnote declarations Mostly passed off to manyfoot.sty
Robust content Allow \verb in footnotes
Color stack tracking Now we have pdfcolfoot.sty
Tracing/Debugging Small subsystem
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Output routines
TEX is crazy. Really, really crazy. Elaborate algorithms require
multiple output passes. But...

I There is no way to reset \topmark and similar except
rerunning \output with a forced penalty

I \outputpenalty remains on the vertical list, but gets
changed into \penalty10000

I Previously good breakpoints at discardable non-penalties
cease working

I Insertions must be either reinserted (in which case split
insertions get jumbled) or kept in their boxes (in which case
the accounting goes bonkers).

I \holdinginserts makes it impossible to actually look at the
material in question.

I \floatingpenalty can’t be infinite
I insertion splitting is done at the wrong time, bypassing page

optimization
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The output routine engine
I \output is stolen

I General reassembly engine works in an outer level and calls an
inner routine with complete page and (partly) reconstituted
values of \outputpenalty, \vsize, \skip\footins and
equivalents

I special penalties:

-13750 for establishing topmarks. Throw away empty
page and repeat.

-13749 reassemble page and call bigfoot’s output
-13751 reassemble page and call LATEX’s output

I inner level tries fitting/breaking the material to page. Call in
more material if

I Underfull
I Too little main text material after rebreaking
I Missing insertions

I Insertions are kept without any legal breakpoint for TEX since
it would botch it up, anyway.
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The horizontal paragraph engine

Features:

I First guess of size is done overestimating: typesetting each
footnote isolated and exclusively measuring length of resulting
vertical material (breaks down after about 20 pages of
material instead of merely 2 when measuring horizontal size).

I Depending on the vertical size, adjacent smaller footnotes
become eligible for horizontal typesetting.

I The final decision for horizontal/vertical layout depends on
possible space savings, ratio of small footnotes on the page
and a number of other parameters combined with fuzzy logic.
Appropriate combinations of penalties and glue make for
consistent appearance of indentation.
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The style engine

Hooks into manyfoot.sty but seriously extends it.

\FootnoteSpecific{hrsg}\def\@makefntext{...}

Usage with

\FN@specific\footnotehrsginsert\@makefntext



The optimizer

I Is only marginally optimized. . . : too fragile. Exponential
computation costs in footnote levels and possible breakpoints.

I Basically, at each footnote level, stuff is broken line by line,
recording the resulting penalties, calculating the corresponding
subordinate footnote blocks, formatting and recursing on
them.

I Various penalties for

I badness relation between insertion glues and page totals
I penalty 10000 for each broken footnote
I actual penalties from the footnote breakpoints
I badness for large footnote tails

I The optimal sequence of breakpoints is recorded in several
variables and boxes.

I Underfull material calls for complete repetition of the process
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Footnote block assembly

Footnote blocks need to be sorted according to page anchor order.
Magic box width calculated with the help of perpage.sty

\newcounter{FN@totalid}
\MakeSorted{FN@totalid}

\dimexpr64\p@*\FN@masterinsert-\c@FN@totalid sp

Sorting done using TEX grouping levels as a stack machine for an
insertion sort. Corrolary: not more than about 250 footnotes per
page. Afterwards, vertical footnote material is unpacked,
horizontal footnote material combined. Possible extension: try to
postpone the decision for in-para formatting until the total
breakpoint costs are estimated.
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Bookkeeping of footnote boxes

\wd Sort key
\ht+\dp Total height

\dp Numerical identification of box



perpage.sty

\MakePerPage{footnote}
\MakeSorted{...}
\MakeSortedPerPage{...}

I Modifies existing counters

I Hooks into a counters reset by inserting a pseudocounter
manipulating the original counter

I Consequently works with \stepcounter
I The sorted variants are needed for page-break induced

reordering of subordinate footnotes from multiple sources
I Other uses: fixing single/multiple column figure numbering
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Summary
I Creating bigfoot.sty has been a financial disaster

I Some subsystems have been a challenge, some involved, some
fun and some an ongoing nightmare

I One of the most fragile parts has been the output routine
interface: maintaining correct marks and the equivalence of
breakpoint sequences and penalties is insanely hard

I Exponential time complexity for the computer for small n is a
better tradeoff than for the programmer

I TEX’s insertions have proven to be mostly useless. It would
probably have been easier not using them at all, but that is
nontrivial because of compatibility

I Even where existing functionality is used, it needed to get
much extended and patched

I eTEX was vital, LuaTEX would have helped. Perhaps an idea
for reimplementing output routine interface and optimization
at one point of time
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